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	Genes, Development and Cancer: The Life and Work of Edward B. Lewis, 9781402063435 (1402063431), Springer, 2007

	While Edward B. (‘Ed’) Lewis is famous for his contributions to genetics and developmental

	biology, few have read his research papers. One reason for this is availability,

	many having been published in obscure journals or as book chapters. A second is

	because his papers in those fields are very difficult to read. The difficulty derives from

	the fact that Lewis has published infrequently, thus many papers are condensed reviews

	of many years’ work presented largely in summary form rather than in detail. It is not

	unusual for the reader to have to infer the experimental methods, even the results,

	from a few sentences. Furthermore, he often presents his results in terms of abstract

	models; thus it can be difficult to separate the data from the models.





	A major goal of this book is to make Lewis’ key papers accessible to researchers and

	students. The papers are grouped into several sections that reflect the changing focus

	of his research. Each section is preceded by commentary designed to place the papers

	in historical perspective, with respect to Lewis’ own ideas as well as to those of the

	larger scientific community. The commentaries attempt to highlight the key methods

	and results—as well as the significance—of each paper by explaining the science in

	terms that should be understandable to upper-level undergraduates, graduate students

	and professional researchers.
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IP Quality of Service (Cisco Networking Fundamentals)Cisco Press, 2001
The complete resource for understanding and deploying IP quality of service for Cisco networks
Learn to deliver and deploy IP QoS and MPLS-based traffic engineering by understanding:


	QoS fundamentals and the need for IP QoS 
	The Differentiated Services QoS architecture and its enabling QoS functionality...



		

Genetics in Practice: A Clinical Approach for Healthcare PractitionersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Nurses are increasingly being asked to provide information when a genetic diagnosis is made, whether to the individual patient or to members of his or her family. This book provides a comprehensive introduction to present day genetic services, to help professionals feel more confident when dealing with queries or advising where to go for...


		

Remaking Global Order: The Evolution of Europe-China Relations and its Implications for East Asia and the United StatesOxford University Press, 2009
Relations between the European Union and China have grown at a sustained pace across the board in recent times, transforming the relationship from one of previous neglect into a matter of global strategic significance. This book offers an examination of the evolution of contemporary EU-China relations in the economic, technological and high...





	

Anxiety & Depression Workbook For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2005
From identifying your triggers to improving your relationships — manage your emotional wellbeing
Struggling to cope with anxiety and/or depression? Have no fear — this hands-on guide focuses on helping you pinpoint the root of your problems and find relief from your symptoms in a detailed, step-by-step manner. With concise,...


		

Maximum Apache Security (Maximum Security)Sams Publishing, 2002
The Maximum Security series, which debuted in 1997, has thus far enjoyed relative success. I use the term “relative success,” because security title sales have historically trickled, rather than gushed. For altering this and fostering a new market, Sams editors deserve kudos. Their insights have proven providential: Today, Maximum...

		

Developing Future Interactive SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Interactive systems are growing in the last decade because of the amount of fields in which this kind of application can be used as a test bed to experiment in medicine, training, education, and so on. Developing Future Interactive Systems is a complilation of knowledge collected from several researchers in the field of interactive systems,...
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